
IN LOVING MEMORY OF

Diddy Yeung 
(Ho Kam Cheng) “DD” 1950 ~ 2017

Diddy - our friend and colleague, you were inspired and inspiring. Your creativity, skill, 
and passion for art and for people were boundless. You shared these gifts, and your love, 

with joy, and the lives of  the people you have touched are enriched beyond measure.

“Our heartfelt condolences to Diddy’s family - in particular to her husband 
Espie and her daughters April and Mandy.

“The memories she has given us will live on forever.”



Diddy Yeung was born in Hong Kong in 1950. Following on from her 
Industrial Design studies at Hong Kong Polytechnic University, 

Diddy became a Product Designer for a leading electronics business 
and remained working with this company for 27 years. The family’s 
decision to migrate to Australia in 2001 meant that unfortunately, 
Diddy had to give up her career with the company, where she had 
progressed through the company to become the Director of  the 
Engineering and Design Group.

Diddy commenced her training in art in her childhood, when her father taught 
her Chinese Calligraphy. While Diddy was still in high school, she took an evening 
course in Graphic Design, as the family was not able to fund Diddy to undertake 
accredited Art studies (these courses are extremely expensive in Hong Kong). Diddy 
continued to fulfil her dream of  studying art and painting after she settled down in 
Melbourne and in 2002, the Australasian Porcelain Art Teachers (APAT) certified 
her as a teacher. During this period Diddy was teaching and learning at the same 
time from different master teachers, both locally and overseas.

Diddy loved experimenting with a variety of  different materials, exploring new 
techniques and then implementing the results of  her experiments and explorations 
into her innovative designs. One of  Diddy’s influences was the work of  the 
European “Old Masters” and she sharpened her painting techniques and abilities 
by learning from them, as well as through her acute observations and through 
reading countless books on different art forms.

Diddy was a realist artist and her passion for painting was influenced by animals, 
people, and scenery. She gathered her inspiration, subjects, and ideas from a diverse 
range of  mediums, such as photos and even magazines. With these simple tools, 
she composed her designs through the use of  different materials, mediums, and 
textures, experimenting with the many products available.

Diddy was also an accomplished and celebrated watercolour artist who had an 
intuitive gift, which she loved to share with others, through her workshops, her 
contact with other artists and aspiring artists, giving freely of  her time, expertise, 
and passion. Diddy hoped that sharing this passion, and her gifts and talents would 
contribute to a heightened awareness of  an art form she loved.

As well as sharing her artist’s gifts and passion, Diddy was very involved in the 
organisation and promotion of  Porcelain Art, in both Australia and overseas. She 
was an active Committee Member for both the Victorian Guild of  China Painters 
Inc. (VGCP) and the Australasian Porcelain Art Teachers (APAT), contributing 
to the ongoing work of  both these organisations. Diddy also contributed to and 
communicated with a wide range of  international groups and organisations 
involved with Porcelain Art.

Diddy demonstrated, exhibited and participated in a large number of  Porcelain Art 
exhibitions, including the Royal Melbourne Show from 2004. She won the ‘Best 
Exhibit in Show’ prize at the Royal Melbourne Show in 2006, 2007, 2010, 2011, 
2012, and 2013. Diddy’s 2006 winning piece was selected for inclusion into the 
Victorian Guild of  China Painters (VGCP) renowned Historical Collection, which 
is currently on display at Manningham Council in Melbourne.

Diddy was an Australasian Porcelain Art Teachers (APAT), a member of  the 
Victorian Guild of  China Painters Inc. (VGCP), and a member of  the Australian 
Guild of  Realist Artists (AGRA).

Diddy demonstrated at many APAT and VGCP Exhibitions, as 
well as exhibitions overseas and painted full-time whilst holding 
workshops locally, throughout Australia and overseas.
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Diddy and her art at an Exhibition in 2015.

Workshop at Warburton.

Demonstration at Chiayi Museum, Taiwan.

Peony with Lustre Effect Workshop in Hong Kong.


